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Should Measles Vaccination be Compulsory?
Measles vaccination has substituted one problem for another
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Supplementary to my earlier letter [1] it strikes me that public criticism of vaccine products
may come a poor third in the spread of measles in comparison with failure of outreach and
failure of the vaccine technology itself. In addition to the 1996 paper by Markowitz which I
cited [2] I  note a number of papers pointing to failure of immunity as a result  of  the
programme [3-11].

Even with 100% coverage and three doses it seems unlikely that synthetic herd immunity is
set to do anything but decline: meanwhile censuring and criminalising critics and dissenters
is only distracting in a politically unpleasant way from the problem. I am personally grateful
to the editor for her recent call for “civil discourse, and debate” [12].
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